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Please refer to your online RTI Application bearing Registration No.lGCAR/R/E/23/00090 
received online on 24.08.2023. The reply to the information sought is as under: 

Information sought 

I want to know the information of the 
advertisement no.lGCAR/02/2021 post of 
laboratory assistant. sir as per 
advertisement there was written that the 
candidates clearing the trade/skills will be 
shortlisted and empanelled in order of 
merit based on mark secured on stage-2, 
but merit list published on the basis of the 
skill test mark now. There is not written 
that the minimum marks for the skill test is 
75 out of 100 in advertisement. so that 
they disqualified and keeping me away 
from final merit list. Whereas my stage-2 
mark is 139 out of 150. I secure Al R 15 out 
of 95 candidates who had selected for the 
skill test. sir i want to recheck all the 
papers regarding skill test which i had 
submitted. 

Reply 

This is not an information as defined under 
Section 2(f) of RTI Act, 2005. However, it is 
apprised that a cut-off mark is required to 
decide "Go/No go" in the skill test. The 
candidates who cleared the skill test are 
empanelled in order of merit based on the 
marks secured in Stage-2. The explanatory 
note on empanelment of candidates to the post 
of Stipendiary Trainee CAT-II published in the 
website contains all details. 

It may also be noted that the public authority 
under the RTI Act is not supposed to create 
information or to interpret information or to 
solve the problems raised by the applicants or 
to furnish reply to hypothetical questions. Only 
such information can be had under the Act 
which already exists with the public authority. 
The public Authorities cannot be expected to 
communicate the reason why a certain thing 




